Aloha, Land use Commission
My name is Ho‘onu‘a Tavares I attend Castle High School. I live in Kaneohe Hawai‘i. I’m familiar with preservation land expansion. I am here to state my (opposition/support) to the rezoning of conservation land into urban land regarding the expansion of Hawaiian Memorial Cemetery. I oppose this issue because they been fighting Bill 27. The expansion would take neighborhood backyards to turn it into preservation land. I care about this issue because people would lose land that they have. The price on their house would go down and all the contaminated liquids would ruin our environment. I am asking that the Land Use Commission to not do the expansion of hawaiian memorial because it would be horrible for people and the environment. The bad contaminated liquid destroys our environment and the life forms in the land. My last thoughts on this expansion is that it is not right for a Texas based company to force people to give up part of their land. Mahalo for the opportunity to share my thoughts on this critical matter.
Aloha, Land Use Commission

I am a native Hawaiian to the island of Hawaii. I am a student at James B Castle high school. I am here to state my opposition to the rezoning of conservation land into urban land regarding the expansion of Hawaiian Memorial Cemetery. I do not support the expansion of the burial ground because of 3 reasons. One the chemicals will spread into the ground then the water. Two the green on the and will be destroyed and look more like a man made site. Three the effects will damage Kaneohe bay. I care for this issue because it is really close to my school and real close to a preserve. I am asking that the Land Use Commission to stop the expansion of the grave yard. We have more ocean than land we can throw our ashes into the water. I do hope this letter meets you and hope you can read it. I hope the expansion will stop.

Mahalo-